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In 1982, the Journal of Pharmacokinetics and Pharmaco-

dynamics first gave voice to the discipline of pharmaco-

metrics [1] by providing a forum for the scholarly

contributions that were seminal to the early development of

this new field of study. In the intervening years, pharma-

cometrics has expanded far beyond its initial focus on the

analysis of measurements (metrics) in pharmacokinetics

and biopharmaceutics to become a quantitative science that

encompasses a spectrum of activities from basic research

into disease and mechanisms of drug action through the

rational use of medicines in patient care [2]. During this

time, the Journal has continued to serve as the intellectual

home for new advances in pharmacokinetics and pharma-

codynamics, as well as in pharmacometrics. Because of

this history, the American Society of Pharmacometrics

(ASoP) and the Journal of Pharmacokinetics and Pharma-

codynamics have inaugurated an affiliation designating the

Journal as an official publication of ASoP.

This strategic partnership with the Journal of Pharma-

cokinetics and Pharmacodynamics is representative of

ASoP’s mission to promote the central role of pharmaco-

metrics in advancing the discovery, development, and uti-

lization of new and existing medicines for the treatment

and prevention of disease. This role is characterized by

three concepts: (i) quantitative integration of multi-source

data and knowledge through the application of clinical,

biomedical, biological, engineering, statistical, and math-

ematical concepts, resulting in (ii) continuous methodo-

logical and technological innovation, supporting new

scientific understanding and knowledge, which in turn (iii)

impacts research, discovery, development, decision mak-

ing, approval, and utilization of medicines [2].

Together with the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal, Pro-

fessor William Jusko, we are happy to announce that

Dr. Peter Bonate will be ASoP’s designated Associate

Editor to the Journal of Pharmacokinetics and Pharmaco-

dynamics. Peter’s own scholarly contributions to the field

of pharmacometrics together with his extensive industry

experience provide him with a unique perspective on the

innovations needed to advance the methodologies and

impact of pharmacometrics. Under Peter’s collaborative

leadership, the affiliation between ASoP and the Journal of

Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics will accelerate

the Society’s efforts to serve its membership and advance

its vision for the discipline of pharmacometrics.
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